eDirectory 12.0.00

Change log

Release Date: 05/09/2019
1. **What's new**

1. Frontend layout completely redesigned for all four available themes.

2. **New widgets**

   1. List of featured categories with only text
   2. List of featured categories with icons instead of bigger images
   3. List of featured categories in just one horizontal line
   4. Social network bar
   5. Contact information bar
   6. Call to action
   7. Slider
   8. Three new types of *cards widgets* available for all modules
   9. Section header / Page title

3. Ability for the site manager to choose the background color of the main widgets between three options (white, neutral or brand color).

4. Ability for the site manager to customize the look & feel of all the four header widgets, including:

   1. Enable *sticky menu*
   2. Change the background color
   3. Display the navigation on top of a background image (option available when the header widget is followed by a slider or call to action widget)

5. Ability for the site manager to enable banners on the browse by categories and locations widgets.

6. Ability for the site manager to remove the number of active items on the Browse by categories and Browse by Location widgets.

7. Results widgets unified in just one widget, with options to enable list view, grid view or both.

8. Better display and navigation on widget video gallery.

9. Widgets Search box with Slider and Search box without Slider unified in just one widget.

10. Widgets Lead gen with Slider and Lead gen without Slider unified in just one widget.

11. Widget Search box with Slider rehashed to allow the site manager to create different slides sets, for different pages.

12. Ability for the site manager to change the position of the content (left, center, right) on some widgets like Search box with Slider, Call to action, Newsletter, among others.

13. **Colors & Fonts section** rehashed to offer more flexibility, including:

   1. Nine colors available for customization
   2. More than 900 fonts from Google fonts available
   3. Ability to change the font size
4. Ability to customize the border style for images, cards, inputs and buttons

14. Integration with Unsplash, a beautiful, free photos service. Available for cover images, slides and background images for the main widgets.

15. Field features from listings rehashed to offer the ability for users to choose icons to each feature/amenity.

16. Field opening hours from listings rehashed to offer the ability for users to select each day and time, instead of text field, allowing visitors to see a more accurate information like “Open now” on the frontend.

17. Field fax from listings module replaced by a customisable field where the user can define the label of the phone number (i.e, fax, WhatsApp, office, home…).

18. Ability for users to upload a logo image to their listings. The logo image can be enabled for specific levels by the site manager using the Manage Levels & Pricing section.

19. Ability for the site manager upload icons to featured categories (icons will be displayed on the new widget Featured Categories with icons).

20. Google maps icons updated to use the same color as the site main color.

2. Changes

1. Field fax removed from the classified module, user account information and contact us page.

2. Click to call functionality was removed.

3. Rating functionality removed from the articles module. Site manager can still enable Facebook comments plugin.

4. Static page Sitemap was removed (sitemap.xml keeps working the same way).

5. Widget Browse by category plus browse by location was removed.

6. Import tool updated to allow immediate import for files with up to 500 lines.

7. Dropdown that lists accounts and listings on the site manager changed to display the content via AJAX in case there are more 1000 records to be loaded on the dropdown.

3. Minor fixes

1. Fixed counter of active items on widgets Browse by Location.

2. Fixed new packaged validation when there’s already an active package available on the system.

3. Increase size of the custom tag field on the Page Editor to avoid content being truncated.

4. Fixed error on import process that was duplicating imported locations.

5. Fixed Elastic sync command using the parameter partial.

6. Updates Listing Types records when one of their associated categories are removed.

7. Profile edition form updated to upload the profile image right after the user chooses the file.